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Review

Capillary electrophoresis-based separation
techniques for the analysis of proteins
CE offers the advantages of high speed, great efficiency, as well as the requirement of
minimum amounts of sample and buffer for the analysis of proteins. In this review, we
summarize the CE-based techniques coupled with absorption, LIF, and MS detection
systems for the analysis of proteins mostly within the past 5 years. The basic principle
of each technique and its advantages and disadvantages for protein analysis are discussed in brief. Advanced CE techniques, including on-column concentration techniques and high-efficiency multidimensional separation techniques, for high-throughput protein profiling of complex biological samples and/or of single cells are emphasized. Although the developed techniques provide improved peak capacity, they have
not become practical tools for proteomics, mainly because of poor reproducibility, lowsample lading capacity, and low throughput due to ineffective interfaces between two
separation dimensions and that between separation and MS systems. In order to
identify the complexities and dynamics of the proteomes expressed by cells, tissues,
or organisms, techniques providing improved analytical sensitivity, throughput, and
dynamic ranges are still demanded*.
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1 Introduction
Proteomics focuses on the fundamental understanding
of complex biological processes, including cell development, cell differentiation, and signal transduction. It
has become one of the most important and growing
research fields after the so-called postgenomic era.
Unlike the static genome, proteome is a dynamic
expression of the entire set of proteins from a cell or a
tissue [1]. Proteomes are also highly divergent among
different cells or tissues. The variations of proteomes
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generally involve the coordinated expressions and
interactions of multiple genes and proteins in synergistic
efforts. Therefore, detection, identification, and quantification of the multiple proteins constitutions, determination of their interactions and localizations within the cell,
and characterization of their post-translational modifications are essential toward understanding the regulation of biological systems.
When parts of the biological systems are perturbed by,
for example, chemicals and stress, malfunctions or misfunctions that contribute to or cause disease may arise.
The detrimental events can be understood by discovering proteins distinctive from the normal to abnormal
physiological processes. Finding proteins (biomarkers)
that play key roles in the development of malfunctions or
misfunctions of cells or tissues is also helpful for early
detection and diagnosis of diseases [2] as well as for
searching new targets for development of new drugs [3,
4]. In cells or tissues, there are usually a large number of
proteins that vary widely in their physicochemical properties including molecular weight (MW), pI, solubility,
* This paper is dedicated to the memory of a great mentor of H. T.
Chang, Andreas Chrambach.
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acidity/basicity, and hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity. Moreover, the protein concentrations can extend over 6
orders of magnitude and it is often the trace proteins that
are of greatest interest in systems biology [5]. For these
reasons, there are continuing needs to develop and
evaluate new platforms for protein analysis [6–12].
2-D PAGE is one of the most powerful methods for protein
analysis [13–15]. A typical 2-D PAGE system consists of
IEF as the first dimension and sieving as the second dimension in which SDS is often used. It is usually easy to
resolve .1000 proteins in a single 2-D-PAGE run. After
staining by using reagents such as CBB or silver ions and
then destaining in acidic aqueous solution containing
organic solvent-like methanol, spots of interest are
excised and then subjected to proteolytic digestion. The
peptides are then analyzed by MALDI-MS, and database
searches are carried out to identify the proteins [16].
Throughput of 2-D PAGE for protein analysis is hindered,
mainly because of slow separation, tedious staining and
destaining processes, and difficulties of fabricating highly
compatible interfaces to MS instruments [17]. Although
silver staining provides the sensitivity for 0.1–10-ng
amounts of proteins, which corresponds to 20–200 fmol
for a 50-kDa protein, the dynamic ranges of proteins are
at best 104 that make it difficult for simultaneous determination of low- and high-abundance proteins. In addition, 2-D PAGE-MS techniques are not easy for automation and thus are usually operated by experienced
researchers.
Since the electrophoretic separation of fluorescent derivatives of amino acids, dipeptides, and amines in a
capillary format was demonstrated in 1981 [18], CE has
become a powerful separation technique for proteins.
Having the advantages of high speed, excellent resolving
power, sensitivity, requirement for minute quantity of
samples and reagents, and ease of automation, the
potential of CE for proteomics has been recognized [19–
24]. Despite those advantages, the complexities of biological samples, the microheterogeneities of proteins,
and the abundances of proteins greater than 6 orders of
magnitude give great challenges of CE for achieving
comprehensive and high-degree proteome coverage. To
achieve that goal, preconcentration of proteins of interest by SPE prior to CE analysis has been suggested. In
addition, multidimensional separation techniques are
useful to improve peak capacity (the maximum number
of separated peaks that can be filled to the space)
according to the separation model proposed by Giddings [25]. For example, liquid-based multidimensional
separation techniques such as 2-D HPLC, HPLC-CE,
and CE–CE formats have been demonstrated useful for
proteomics [26–33].
© 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Owing to the importance and popularity of CE-based
techniques for protein analysis and proteomics, there
have been more than 900 papers published in the past
3 years. Thus it is impossible to cover all of the work in
this review. Readers who are interested in CE techniques
for protein analysis may also refer to several excellent
reviewed articles that have been frequently published in
Analytical Chemistry, Electrophoresis, and Journal of
Chromatography A [19–22, 34–36]. In this review, we
focus on recent advances in capillary-based separations
of complex protein mixtures, including CE and CE-based
multidimensional separation techniques. We particularly
emphasize the basic concepts and potentials of newly
developed CE-based techniques for protein analysis.
Online concentration and solid-phase microextraction
(SPME) techniques for improved sensitivity of proteins of
interest are discussed in more detail. Recent CE-based
multidimensional separation techniques that provide
extremely high resolving power for selective proteins are
highlighted. Examples of some recent CE-based techniques that provide protein profiles toward biomarker
discovery and clinical diagnosis are provided to support
their important roles in proteomics.

2 Separation mechanisms and detection
methods
The separations of proteins in CE are mainly based on
their charge-to-mass ratios, sizes (sieving), interactions
with ligands (affinity), and/or hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity (partition). Zone electrophoresis, IEF, and ITP in
capillary formats are often applied to the separations of
proteins that have different migration mobilities in aqueous BGEs. The pH and ionic strength of the BGE are two
most important parameters for determining separation
speed and resolution of proteins because they affect their
migration mobilities (charge densities). IEF is usually used
to obtain the pI values of proteins. In order to suppress
protein adsorption and variation of EOF, polymer solution
such as hydroxylcellulose is often used to coat the capillary wall. A capillary filled with a gel or a polymer solution
(prepared from a linear polymer) is generally utilized for
separating proteins based on the sieving mechanism. To
minimize the charge dependence of the mobility of proteins, shorten their separation time, and/or increase their
solubility, SDS is often used to denature proteins prior to
analysis and is added to the gel or polymer solution. Because the separation is dependent on the size of proteins
in the presence of excess amounts of SDS, the linear plot
of the mobility against the log MW of standard proteins is
often used to estimate the MW values of unknown proteins [37]. In ACE, ligands (e.g., dyes, substrates, antibodies, and antigens) are either added to BGEs or immowww.electrophoresis-journal.com
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bilized on the capillary wall directly or through stationary
phases such as polymers and particles to improve protein
separation on the basis of different binding abilities of the
ligands to proteins. MEKC and CEC are two alternative
methods for the separation of proteins, which are based
on partition of proteins in mobile phase and (pseudo)
stationary phase [19, 36, 38–43]. In CEC, a capillary is filled with particles or monoliths that have suitable sizes of
pores and functional groups for highly efficient separation
of proteins.
UV-Vis absorption at 280 nm is the most common detection mode for protein analysis; however, it is not as sensitive as LIF. Commonly used lasers in CE-LIF include KrF
excimer laser at 248 nm, Nd/YAG laser at 266 nm, Ar1
lasers at 275, 488, and/or 514 nm, and He–Cd lasers at
320 and 442 nm, violet diode lasers at 375 and 405 nm,
He–Ne lasers at 543.6, 592.6, and 633 nm [44]. One
drawback of LIF is its selectivity; only proteins containing
tryptophan, tyrosine, and/or phenylalanine residues possess native fluorescence. Thus, derivitization of proteins
with reagents (no or weak fluorescence background) to
form protein derivatives that are highly fluorescent and
stable is usually required when conducting CE-LIF. There
are a number of commercially available reagents for
labeling proteins, including fluorophores such as Alexa
Fluor families, cyanine, 9-diethylamino-5H-benzo[a]phenoxazine-5-one, rhodamine, and SYPRO Red, as well as
nonfluorescent ones such as albumin blue 580. These
dyes can be either covalently or noncovalently bound to
proteins [45]. Another sensitive detection method for
proteins in CE is MS that also allows determination of the
MW values and sequences of proteins. Since its introduction in 1987 by Olivares et al. [46], CE coupled to MS
has gained increasing acceptance in life sciences [47–
52]. In addition to its high price and less sensitivity when
compared with CE-LIF, a sophisticated interface between
CE and MS is usually required. Among different coupling
interfaces used in CE-MS, sheath flow ESI sources are
the most popular, whereby the sheath liquid circumflows
the end of the capillary, closes the electrical circuit, and
provides a constant flow rate. By using a supplemental
fluid, the system stability improves and the requirement
for the BGE to be compatible with ESI-MS is lessened.
Although the LODs at an S/N = 3 for proteins by CE-MS
are mostly in the high attomole range [53, 54], a difference
between BGE and supplemental fluid that is used to
couple with low EOF rates results in a moving ionic
boundary that complicates the separation process and
causes poor reproducibility. Sample is also diluted when
using a sheath liquid but to a lesser extent than expected,
probably due to incomplete mixing in the Taylor cone. To
overcome those shortages, ESI interfaces without supplemental fluids have been developed [55]. In addition to
© 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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ESI-MS, MALDI-MS is used in CE for protein analysis [56].
One advantage of MALDI-MS is that in many cases the
protein samples can be used for further characterization.
When compared to ESI, MALDI provides smaller dynamic
ranges for proteins. Most reported CE in conjunction with
MALDI-MS techniques have off-line interfaces, where CE
eluates are collected and then mixed with MALDI matrix
before being transferred to MS analysis [57–59]. To
accelerate analysis speed, online CE and MALDI-MS
interfaces have been developed [60, 61]. In one of the
online CE and MALDI-MS systems, the separation capillary is terminated in a liquid junction, which allows the
addition of MALDI matrix. The eluates and matrix pass
from the liquid junction through a transfer capillary and
are deposited onto a Mylar tape in which proteins are
subjected to ionization prior to MS analysis [61].

3 CE
3.1 Capillary coating
Suppression of protein adsorption onto the capillary wall
ensures high efficiency and reproducibility for protein
separation by CE [62, 63]. There are two common methods to the deactivation of the capillary wall, which are
static and dynamic coatings. In static coating, chemicals
or polymers are used to coat the capillary through covalent bonding [64]. By applying this approach, capillary
wall can be either modified to possess positive or negative charges [65, 66] or neutral [67–70]. Use of silane
bifunctional reagents [71], Grignard chemistry [72], and
thermal immobilization [73] are common for polymer
attachment. One example is to form a cross-linked polyacrylamide (CPA) by chemically linking the linear polyacrylamide molecules around the rims of the cavities
(microspots) in which the silica surfaces are poorly coated
[74]. Compared to capillaries coated with commercially
available linear PA and hydroxypropylcellulose for CIEF,
capillaries coated with CPA are much more stable and
robust. For example, the CPA capillary provides high efficiency and reproducibility for the separation of proteins
(bovine pancreas, skeletal muscle myoglobin, and soybeans trypsin inhibitor) by CIEF. After several weeks of
testing (80 runs), the separation efficiency remains virtually the same. Recently, CPA coating capillary-based
“one-sample-two-separation” schemes have been
developed; one separation takes care of the positively
charged proteins and the other separation handles the
negatively charged proteins [75]. Apparently, this
approach has reduced sample throughput. To compensate and further enhance the throughput, a multiplexed
CZE system was built and utilized to allow two separations to be performed simultaneously. An eight-lane CZE
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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system with UV detection was applied to show the feasibility of this approach for high-resolution separation and
comprehensive profiling of proteins in M10 cell extracted
samples.
Static coating is stable at pH 3.0–10.0, but it usually
requires tedious coating processes. In recent years, dynamic coating of the capillary wall with chemicals or
polymers has become more popular, mainly because it is
simple and allows regeneration of fresh capillary wall after
each run by simply flushing the chemicals or polymers
through capillaries. Chemicals and polymers that provide
selfcoating capability are usually used in dynamic coating. Chemicals such as amines and surfactants have
been tested with different degrees of success [76–80],
including phospholipids 1,2-dilauroyl-sn-phosphatidylcholine [81, 82] and didodecyldimethylammonium bromide [83]. Common polymers that are used to suppress
protein adsorption and EOF include celluloses [84],
dextran [85], PA [86, 87], poly(vinyl alcohol) [88, 89], PVP
[90–92], and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) [93]. New dynamic coating materials such as EOTrol and UltraTrol
have proved to be useful for the separation of protein
isoforms by CZE [94]. The coatings allow reproducible
EOF modulation in the cathodal direction to a level of
1029 m2V21s21. Under nondenaturing conditions, CE
using the deactivated capillaries allows separation of the
isoforms of BSA, a1-antitrypsin, and transferrin, with high
reproducibility both in peak areas and apparent mobility.
When using surfactants to suppress protein adsorption,
EOF is often existent in the system. Thus, a particular
attention has to be paid to minimize the variation of EOF
during separation. In addition, surfactants may cause
interferences in the fluorescence and MS signals of proteins. To minimize the problems, protein separation is
often conducted in the absence of EOF by using capillaries coated and filled with polymers. In addition to sieving capability, polymer solutions usually do not cause
denaturation of proteins and provide less MS interference
mainly because neutral polymers do not enter the MS
system in the absence of EOF [95–98]. However, the
separation is possibly slower as a result of minimum EOF.
In addition, preparation of polymer solutions and filling
high viscous polymer solution to small sizes of capillaries
are not as easy as use of surfactants.

3.2 Zone electrophoresis
CZE is known for its high separation efficiency, fast analysis time, and simple setup with a low risk of loosing
analytes. Thus, it has frequently been used for peptide
and proteins analysis [99, 100]. The practicality of CZE
has been demonstrated, including detecting monoclonal
© 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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components in serum samples [101], quantitation of
insulin derivates in urine, serum, and plasma samples
[102], quantitation of HSA in serum plasma [103], and
analyses of polypeptides in dialysis fluids [104] as well as
in plasma ultrafiltrates [105]. CZE with UV detection has
been applied to determination of albumin, a1-antitrypsin,
a1-acid glycoprotein, haptoglobin, fibrinogen, IgA, IgG,
and IgM in human plasma from 200 patients [106]. With
the exception of fibrinogen, a good correlation between
CE and immunonephelometry has been achieved for the
determination of the proteins (R2 = 0.883–0.913). CE with
UV detection is useful for studying the degree of phosphorylation of three substrates MBP peptides (MBP1,
KNIVTPRTPPPSQGK; MBP2, VPRTPGGRR; and MBP3,
APRTPGGRR) by using extracellular signal-regulated
kinase (ERK) [107]. ERK, which is one of the mitogenactivated protein kinase families, is a key regulatory enzyme mediating cell responses to mitogenic stimulation
and is activated in response to peptide growth factors.
Activated ERK plays an important role in many signal
transduction pathways through phosphorylation of
numerous substrates including MBP, microtubule-associated protein 2, and nuclear protein. The results show
that MBP3 peptide is the most efficient substrate for
phosphorylation reaction by ERK, which is in an excellent
agreement with that obtained by MALDI-TOF-MS measurements. When compared to conventional enzyme
assays, this developed CE method is relatively rapid,
easy, and safe. CE with LIF detection was tested for the
determination of hENT1 (a major mediator of cellular entry
of nucleosides and anticancer nucleoside drugs) in cells
using 5-SAENTA-x8f dye that binds to hENT1 protein with
high affinity and specificity [108]. Accuracy was evaluated
by comparing the CE results with those obtained by flow
cytometry, with a good correlation (r = 0.96). The RSD of
the hENT1 assay for nine independent assays of the same
cell line was 10%, which is three times superior to results
obtained by conducting a flow cytometric assay. CZE
with LIF detection shows the feature for comparing the
biocatalytic activities of trypsin bound to gold nanoparticles and trypsin for digestion of proteins [109]. By
comparing the electropherograms, the loss in the bioactivity of trypsin that was bound to gold nanoparticles was
found.
Online coupling of CE with ESI-TOF-MS is useful to obtain
patterns of peptides and proteins present in the urine of
healthy human individuals [110]. The results lead to the
establishment of a normal urine polypeptide pattern,
consisting of 247 polypeptides, each of which was found
in more than 50% of healthy individuals. Applying the CEMS method to the analysis of urine samples of patients
with kidney disease reveals differences in polypeptide
patterns from those of healthy people. CE-MS was also
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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applied to the analysis of urine samples from patients
suffering from membranous glomerulonephritis and healthy volunteers, with identification of approximately
200 potential polypeptide biomarkers [111]. The same
method was further applied to the analysis of urine samples from patients who had undergone allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation [112]. More than
1000 different polypeptides could be detected in individual samples. Polypeptide patterns excreted in the urine
samples of the patients are significantly different from
those of healthy volunteers. The merit of CE-ESI-MS for
protein analysis is strongly reflected in obtaining the subcellular proteomics of ribosomal Escherichia coli [113]. By
using only 3.4 ng of ribosomal proteins, 55 out of the
56 ribosomal proteins were detected without any difficulty. The power of CE is further supported by its capability for the characterization of post-translational modification (amidation, alkylation, glycosylation, and
(de)phosphrylation) of proteins that is critical to protein
function and dysfunction [114]. Using green fluorescent
protein and CE-LIF, monitoring the phosphorylation and
translocation of the ERK2 proteins after stimulation of
PC 12 cells by a mitogen (treating with nerve growth factor) [115] has been demonstrated. The results show the
presence of the nonphosphorylated green fluorescent
protein-ERK2 at 6.7 min and phosphorylated green fluorescent protein-ERK2 at 5.3–5.5 min in cell lysates. The
results are in good agreements with those obtained from
confocal laser scanning microscope imaging and Western blot measurements.

3.3 IEF
CIEF is one of the separation techniques that provide extremely high resolving power. Since the first experiments
performed by Hjertén and co-workers in the mid-1980s
[116, 117], CIEF has become popular for protein analysis.
CIEF peak capacities of up to several hundreds are realistic for intact proteins, showing that it is one of the most
powerful single-dimensional separation techniques for
proteins [118]. Analysis of hemoglobin (Hb) and globin
chain compositions of human blood is important in the
diagnosis and management of congenital hemoglobinopathies and thalassemias. A two-step CIEF with UV
detection in conjunction with pressure mobilization has
been developed for the analysis of Hb variants [119]. The
migration ratio of proteins to carbonic anhydrase (CA) I
for Hb A0 in normal human blood is 0.877 6 0.004, and
those of the a- and b-globin chains are 0.673 6 0.004 and
0.847 6 0.005, respectively. The ratios of peak heights
between the b- and a-globin chains (b/a) in the normal
Hbs obtained from four subjects are almost constant at
2.5 6 1. With its extremely high resolving power, CIEF is
© 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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advantageous for the determination of the pI values of
antibody and Hb variants [120–124]. The pI of Hb C
determined by CIEF is significantly different from those of
Hb E, C-Harlem, and O-Arab [120]. The result shows that
pI is an objective and specific criterion of Hb variants
identification. Having its great resolving power, the
separation of Hb Koln, M-Saskatoon, Aida, S/Aida hybrid,
and common Hb variants is realistic by CIEF. This report
successfully demonstrated that CIEF exhibits both diagnostic sensitivity and specificity.
CIEF with UV detection is powerful for the determination of
charged microheterogeneity of proteins in cerebrospinal
fluids (CSFs) of patients with various neurological disorders. One representative is to identify at least four isoforms of b-trace protein (lipocalin-type prostaglandin D
synthase) [125]. In order to achieve high efficiency and reproducibility, deactivated silica capillaries are often used
in CIEF [45]. Owing to extremely high resolving power
(about 70 peaks and shoulders of CSF proteins are
resolved), CIEF is efficient for the analysis of proteins in
CSF and serum samples [126]. The study suggests that
the pathological changes in the CSF proteins from
patients with various neurological disorders occur, while
the serum proteins have no significant difference from
those of healthy people. A CIEF with a double sector MS
system was built and used for direct analyses of CSF and
whole blood samples from neurological disorder and diabetic patients [127, 128]. The results show that glycated
a- and b-chains of Hb are found to be in almost equal
abundance in diabetic-patient blood. An on-target-fraction collection using a sheath liquid flow around the
separation capillary was fabricated for the off-line coupling of CIEF with MALDI-MS that were used for the analysis of a mixture of four standard proteins [129]. The influence of the carrier ampholytes even at a concentration of
5% on the protein MALDI spectra is negligible in the CIEF
step. The use of a sheath flow rate of 1 mL/min results in
limited dilution, and thus an LOD for CA II is 172 fmol.
Another approach was further employed for the analysis of
human blood serum, suggesting that off-line coupling of
CIEF with MALDI-TOF-MS is a promising technique for the
analysis of complex biological samples [130]. The method
provides similar protein pI and mass values to those
obtained by conducting 2-D PAGE with MALDI-TOF-MS,
while it is faster, simpler, and greater capability for automation. The method requires only small sample volumes
(100 nL) and no special efforts for high resolution of proteins having sizes in high and low mass ranges.
The power of CIEF is further supported by highly efficient
analysis of recombinant, mAb [123, 124, 131, 132]. Affinity-probe CIEF with LIF detection is practical for the analysis of human a1-antitrypsin [133]. Prior to analysis, a
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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recombinant antigen-binding fragments (Fab’) of mouse
IgG1 against human a1-antitrypsin is labeled with tetramethylrhodamine on the single cysteine residue at the
hinge region. The free form of human a1-antitrypsin and its
complex with recombinant Fab’-tetramethylrhodamine
derivatives are then separated by CIEF. The system provides an almost linear fluorescence signal response to
standard samples of a1-antitrypsin over a concentration
range of 5–1000 ng/mL, with an LOD of around 2 ng/mL.
The concentration of a1-antitrypsin in a serum sample was
determined to be 1.2 mg/mL by using this system. An imaging CIEF system was built and used for the determination of the identity, stability, and isoform distribution of a
murine mAb [134]. The results suggest that the CIEF system is useful for pI profiling of proteins and for monitoring
structural changes during the manufacturing processes
and upon storage under a quality control environment.
With the advantages of high resolution, sensitivity, and
capability for structure identification, CIEF with MS
detection is powerful for the analysis of proteins in complicated biological samples [135–142]. One representative system was developed in a configuration of a combination of CIEF and Fourier-transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR)-MS that provides detailed information for
complex protein mixtures, i.e., the pI and the mass values
of the proteins with excellent resolution. CIEF-FTICR-MS
provides the accurate pI values and masses of 1000 proteins in a cell lysate and structural information on
10 000 tryptic peptides from the lysate in a single run,
indicating that it is a high-throughput and sensitive method for proteomics [139]. Accurate mass measurements
and partial amino acid content information are useful to
unambiguously identify intact proteins from E. coli and
Saccharomyces cerevisiae [143]. The proteins were
extracted from the organisms grown in two minimal media
with/without containing isotopically labeled leucine (LeuD10). The two protein extracts were mixed and analyzed
by CIEF-FTICR-MS. The identities of proteins were further
confirmed by repeating CIEF-FTICR measurements with
samples that contain other isotopically labeled amino
acid residues (e.g., His, Arg, Ile, Phe, and Lys). The mass
differences between the predicted and the experimental
mass measurements provide insights into the nature of
simple post-translational modifications. The results suggest that CIEF-FTICR-MS holds a great potential for proteomics.

3.4 Sieving
The pioneer works of CGE for protein analysis were separately published in the 1980s by Hjertén’s [144] and Karger’s [145] groups. Since then, it has become more and
© 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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more evident that almost every method developed in slab
GE can easily be transferred to a capillary format, with the
advantages of rapidity, high resolution, and full automation
with online data acquisition and data storage capability.
Recently, polymer solutions that are prepared from linear
polymers such as linear PA [146], dextran [147], PEO [148],
pullulan [149], and hydroxypropylcellulose [150] are more
commonly used in CE for protein separation based on the
sieving mechanism. Compared to gel matrices, polymer
solutions provide the advantages of low viscosity, ease of
preparation, flexibility, and self-adsorption (dynamic coating) capability. Owing to their self-adsorption capability,
the separation of proteins in CE using polymer solutions is
commonly conducted in the absence of EOF. Like in SDSPAGE, SDS is commonly added to polymer solutions to
improve resolution and solubility of proteins [151–153]. It
has been reported that SDS binds to the proteins proportionally to their MW [154] and the charges of the complexes are mainly determined by the bound amount of
negatively charged SDS molecules. Thus the electrophoretic mobilities of proteins are inversely proportional to
their MWs in a polymer solution. As a result, large proteins
migrate more slowly than small ones and the size of proteins can be determined by a Ferguson plot. Replaceable
CPA solution that is easily filled by pressure means (80 psi)
provides high-resolution separation of proteins having a
wide size range over ,4 to ,300 kDa in the presence of
SDS [153]. By using CPA at an optimized concentration
(4% T and 0.4% C), identification of 40 protein peaks from
a crude E. coli cell extract sample is realistic.
In 2000, Tseng and Chang [155] demonstrated protein
separation in the presence of EOF using PEO solution. In
the presence of EOF, PEO solution enters from the anodic
end to the capillary that is filled with Tris-borate buffer
prior to analysis. This approach prevents a difficulty of
filling polymer solutions by mechanical means such as
pressure. Owing to selfadsorption of PEO, protein
adsorption on the capillary wall is suppressed, which
allows the separation of basic proteins like trypsinogen
from acidic proteins like BSA [156]. A segmental-filling
technique was carried out to improve the separation efficiency and to achieve high sensitivity for the analysis of
proteins by CE-LIF. In order to minimize fluorescence
quenching of proteins by SDS and control the interactions
between proteins and SDS molecules, an SDS plug was
applied prior to sample injection. By carefully controlling
the concentration and length of the SDS plug, the analyses of several microheterogeneous proteins were
achieved. Without any sample pretreatment, using a 10-s
16 SDS plug, six a-amylase isoforms in a salivary sample
were resolved in 17 min and three more peaks detected in
a CSF sample, separately. The result shows the potential
of this method for proteomics.
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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3.5 Partition
Since the first report on CEC was published in 1974 [157],
the high separation efficiency of CEC has been recognized in the separation society [158, 159]. Proteins possess various charges and hydrophobic characteristics at
different pH values, and thus they can be effectively
resolved by CEC using packed beds, monolithics, and
open-tubular (OT) stationary phases [160–162]. Differences in their charge to volume ratios allow proteins to be
separated electrokinetically. In addition, the interactions
of proteins with the stationary phase through ionic and/or
hydrophobic bonding provide another separation force.
Packed beds using microporous particles, frequently
made of silica, are still the packing material of choice for
many researchers in CEC [163, 164]. It offers the advantage of availability of a variety of stationary phases
developed for HPLC. However, frits that are not easily
fabricated inside the capillary are usually required to prevent the loss of the stationary phase in capillaries. The
first example that shows how CEC might evolve as a
valuable alternative to micro-HPLC in the separation of
complex samples and establish itself as a complementary
technique in proteomics and peptidomics was demonstrated by Lubman and co-workers [165]. Using pressurized gradient elution CEC coupled with an IT storage/
reflectron TOF-MS system, separation of more than
20 peaks tryptic digest of bovine chicken ovalbumin was
achieved within 17 min. By taking the advantages of
hydrophilic interactions and cationic exchanges of CEC
stationary phase with solutes, five different di- and tripeptides were separated [166]. CEC coupled with ESIMS using a 3-mm ODS bed is useful for protein analysis
[167, 168]. Online concentration by taking the advantages
of field-enhanced sample-stacking and chromatographic
zone-sharpening effects is effective to improve up to 100fold sensitivities for cytochrome c, lysozyme, and insulin.
Monolithic stationary phase is advantageous over particle
stationary phase, including high permeability, easy generation of EOF, convenient surface modification, and stability. Monoliths are easily created in situ from a wide
variety of monomers such as lauryl methacrylate and
ethylene dimethacrylate in the presence of cross-linkers
and porogenic solvents [169, 170]. The first example of
monolithic CEC was tested for the separation of peptides
in 1997 by Palm and Novotny [171]. Five small peptides
were separated within 5 min in baseline using a PA/PEG
monolith under isocratic elution. The first example of
protein separation by CEC using a monolithic column was
published by Ericson and Hjertén [172], where a stearyl
methacrylate-based polymer containing both C18 groups
and quaternary ammonium functions was used. CEC
using a monolithic made from vinylbenzyl chloride and
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ethylene glycol dimethacrylate has the feature for the
separation of a tryptic digest of cytochrome c [173]. Using
1.6% w/w [2-(acryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethyl ammonium
methyl sulfate in the presence of ternary porogenic solvents [174], a variety of monoliths containing a cationic
C17 residue were prepared and successfully used for the
separation of two crude extracts of membrane proteins
(galactosyl transferase and cytochrome c reductase) that
are highly hydrophobic. In each case, both the extracts of
galactosyl transferase and cytochrome c reductase were
resolved into several single components within less than
5 min. A CEC column of poly(vinylbenzyl chloride-ethylene dimethacrylate) having a positively charged polymer
on the capillary inner wall for annular EOF generation and
an in situ-polymerized neutral bulk monolithic stationary
phase provides high resolving power for the separation of
peptides [175]. The results suggest that a mixed mode of
RP chromatographic and electrophoretic migration
mechanisms is responsible for high resolution.
OT-CEC offers several distinct advantages, including
eliminations of use of the frits, bubble formation, and difficulties associated with packing stationary phases into
capillaries [176]. In OT-CEC, the stationary phase is either
coated or bonded to the inner walls of the capillary column
to provide separation capability for proteins through interactions such as hydrophobic interaction, hydrogen bonding, and Coulombic attraction [176]. The limited loading
capacity of OT-CEC columns due to their low phase ratio
has been improved by etching the inner wall of the capillaries to increase the surface area [177–179]. This also
leads to increased retention and improved resolution
when compared to unetched capillaries. G-quartet DNA
stationary phases in OT-CEC is effective for the separation
of bovine milk proteins [107]. G-quartet DNA is an aptamer
that has a natural tendency to undergoing weak and nondenaturing interactions with amino-based structures such
as peptides and proteins. DNA/RNA molecules that have
specific interactions with solutes such as proteins and
small organic compounds are called aptamers that can be
selected from random pools based on their binding ability
to ligands. CEC using a 4-plane, G-quartet aptamer stationary phase and Tris-buffer allows baseline resolution of
two b-lactoglobulin variants (A and B) that differ only in two
amino acid residues in their sequences. The G-aptamer
stationary phase has been proved to be useful for the
separations of both purified milk proteins (both casein and
whey proteins) as well as bovine skim milk in CEC [180].

3.6 Affinity
A comprehensive assignment and characterization of the
interactions among proteins, polypeptides (functional
proteomics), and other classes of biomolecules in a given
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organism is essential for system biology. High-capacity
screening methods such as protein arrays and DNA
arrays are good for ligand captures and interaction
screening, but a detailed dynamic characterization of
molecular interactions under physiological conditions is
currently provided only by ACE [181–184]. The development of ACE centers on miniaturized immunoassays (labon-a-chip) for simple, fast, and sensitive measurements in
clinical settings. Antigen–antibody and enzyme–substrate
interactions form the basis of ACE to be the most specific
and sensitive assays for analytes of interest in biofluids. In
order to tailor-make antibodies for specific applications,
ACE focuses on the in-depth characterization of immunoreagents with respect to reactivity and binding
strength. An important issue in the miniaturization of
immunoassays is to achieve great sensitivity comparable
to that of traditional ELISAs that provide the advantages
of sensitivity (subpicomolar detection limits) and highthroughput but they usually involve tedious processes.
Sensitive and selective immunoaffinity CE (IACE) techniques for proteomics have recently been reviewed [35].
IACE requires several important operational steps. The
sample is introduced into the capillary and the target
analyte(s) are selectively captured by one or more affinity
ligand(s) that act as the analyte concentrator(s). Washing
and cleanup processes are then applied to remove
unbounded samples as well as nonspecifically bounded
materials. Finally, the separation and detection in capillaries using suitable BGEs are conducted. Several applications of IACE have been described for quantifying IgE,
cardiac troponin I, cyclosporin A, neurotensin, angiotensin II, metenkephalin, cholecystokinin, gonadotropinreleasing hormone, and various cytokines in simple and
complex matrixes [185–190]. With great stacking efficiencies, at least 100–10 000-fold of sensitivity improvements, IACE allows quantification of the analytes at the
concentrations greater than 1 ng/mL and 1 pg/mL with
UV-absorbance detection and LIF detection, respectively.
ACE with LIF is sensitive and selective for the analysis of
antibodies when using a fluorophore-labeled monomeric
Fab from the erythropoietin specific antibody 5F12 [191].
Monomeric Fab was obtained by site-selective cleavage
of the pure antibody and then was labeled with a fluorescent dye, Alexa Fluor 488. The ACE with LIF detection
allows analysis of at least 100 pmol of erythropoietins.
Fluorescently labeled GTP analogs like BODIPY FL
GTPgS (BGTPgS) are popular for the analysis of proteins
like guanine-nucleotide binding proteins by ACE [192]. In
the assay, BGTPgS was incubated with samples containing guanine-nucleotide binding proteins and then the
resulting mixtures of BGTPgS-G protein complexes and
free BGTPgS were analyzed by ACE-LIF. Using a 50 nM
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BGTPgS probe, BGTPgS-G peak heights increase linearly
with G protein concentration up to 200 nM and the LODs
for G proteins is 2 nM. Because one analysis can be
complete in less than 30 s, the high-speed ACE assay
allows reaction kinetics and dissociation constant (Kd)
values to be determined [193].
Efficient ACE separations of proteins can also be
achieved according to enzyme–substrate, peptide–protein, and DNA–protein interactions. ACE has been applied
to understanding the selectivity of the binding interactions
between proteins or peptides and the so-called quadruplex DNA (aptamers). A capillary coated with quadruplex DNA provides the separations of 14 different
homodipeptides and nine different Ala-X dipeptides [194].
The results present that some amino acid combinations in
the dipeptides have stronger binding forces with the
quadruplex DNA than others. Aptamers are combinatorially developed to bind-specific targets and often contain
G-quartet motifs, as is, e.g., the case for the thrombinbinding aptamer originally described more than 10 years
ago [195]. Several studies have proved the feasibility of
using CE for selecting and isolating high-affinity aptamers
for specific targets such as neuropeptide Y [196], IgE
[197], and protein farnesyl-transferase [198]. Recently,
Huang et al. [199] have demonstrated a human a-thrombin binding aptamer labeled with 6-carboxyfluorescein for
studying thrombin–protein interactions using CE with LIF
detection. The electropherograms exhibit that the peak
area of G-quadruplex aptamer decreases with the addition of thrombin while that of L-aptamer remains
unchanges. The result also shows that the aptamerbased competitive ACE assay is effective to explore
thrombin–antithrombin III interactions in real time. The
LODs for thrombin and antithrombin III are 9.8 and 2.1 nM
when using the dye labeled aptamer. A technique socalled nonequilibrium CE of the equilibrium mixture
(NECEEM) of a protein is effective for quantitative analyses of proteins by using its fluorescently labeled aptamer
[200]. In NECEEM, a protein with a fluorescently labeled
aptamer generates an electropherogram with three characteristic features, including the equilibrium amount of
free aptamer in the equilibrium mixture, the amount of the
protein–aptamer complex that remains intact at the time
of detection, and the exponential part that is ascribed to
the complex decaying during separation under nonequilibrium conditions. A simple analysis of the three features in NECEEM is useful for the determination of the
equilibrium dissociation constant or protein concentration. One example of the NECEEM method is the analysis
of thrombin using a fluorescein-labeled aptamer under
the conditions at which the protein–aptamer complex
completely decays during the separation, with an LOD of
46106 molecules for thrombin. A similar NECEEM was
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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further applied to determine the binding capabilities of
dsDNA and ssDNA for the microtubule-associated tauproteins [201]. The results show that dsDNA may dissociate to form ssDNA that is actually bound to tau, contrary to earlier beliefs. By comparing the peak profiles
between the electropherograms of preincubated mixtures
in BGEs with/without containing a displacer of unbound
material (ssDNA-binding protein from E. coli), the DNAtau binding is evident [202].
ACE is also a powerful tool for unraveling and characterizing intramolecular interactions such as those involved in
protein folding. To resolve different conformations of proteins by ACE, their lifetimes have to be sufficiently long
and their folding variations should impose sufficient
changes in the shape/size or charge distribution, or
exposure of interacting domains to induce changes in
their electrophoretic velocities. Amyloid dye Congo red
has been shown effective for identification of different
conformations of amyloidogenic protein b2-microglobulin
in ACE with UV-Vis absorption detection [203]. The
separation patterns are dependent on two selectivity
factors conferred by intramolecular as well as intermolecular interactions. ACE is practical for exploring the
interactions of proteins in various conformational structures with chiral drugs [204]. The conformational changes
of HSA are evident through their binding with a basic drug
(mexiletine) by ACE with UV-Vis absorption detection.
Different protein conformers induced by pH changes,
heat, acute vibration, and alcohol have various interactions (enantiomeric selectivity) with the drug. The
changes in the conformation of globular metalloproteins
bovine CA II in the presence and the absence of its Zn(II)
cofactor are detectable by conducting ACE [205]. The
protein is unfolding upon treatment with SDS and refolding upon removal of SDS. The results suggest that Zn(II)
cofactor is not required for refolding into a native like
conformation, does not remain associated with the
unfolded protein, and does not significantly change the
rate of refolding.

4 Online sensitivity improvements
4.1 Stacking
With a small sample volume injection and a short optical
path length, CE techniques are sometimes not sensitive
enough for the analysis of trace amounts of proteins. To
overcome this disadvantage, a number of online concentration techniques have been developed, including
field amplification stacking, ITP, IEF, pH-mediated
approach and sweeping [206–213]. Field amplification
stacking is one of the most popular stacking methods, in
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which the sample matrix has a low conductivity (usually a
diluted buffer or water) than that of the buffer filled in a
capillary [214]. As a relatively high electric field distributes
across the sample zone, analytes within the sample zone
are accelerated with a higher local velocity and become
stacked at the boundary of the buffer zone in which their
velocities are low. More than 100-fold improvements in
sensitivity of trypsin inhibitor and a-lactalbumin are real
by conducting field amplification stacking in CE [215].
Concentrations and separations of ionic species (fluorescent dyes, amino acids, DNA, proteins, and particles) in a
high conductivity buffer electrolyte within capillaries by
temperature gradient were demonstrated [216]. By using
an appropriate buffer, the temperature gradient generates
a corresponding gradient in the electrophoretic velocity,
so that the electrophoretic and bulk velocities sum to zero
at a unique point and the analyte is focused at that point,
resulting in greater than 10 000-fold concentration of a
dilute analyte.
By taking the advantage of pH dependence of the mobility, an online concentration and separation of CE technique under discontinuous conditions is practical for the
analysis of proteins and peptide mapping [217]. Because
proteins possess greater positive charges and thus have
greater mobility at low pH, they are stacked when
migrating to a buffer at high pH. With a great stacking
efficiency, casein at the concentration of 5.00 mM is
enough for obtaining a peptic mapping. By injecting
1.31 mL of the peptic digests to a capillary in CE with UV
detection at 280 nm, there are 26 peaks for the peptide
fragments displayed in the electropherogram. pH junctions in CE under a discontinuous electrolyte system is
alternative for protein preconcentration [218]. pH junction
can be generated by using discontinuous buffers of
ammonium (pH 9.25) and acetate (pH 4.75), in which the
proteins are captured at the pH near their pI’s. This
method allows a stacking efficiency of myoglobin greater
than 1700-fold.
An online protein concentration technique using PEO solution has been developed for the analysis of proteins by
CE in the presence of EOF [155]. Proteins slow down and
are stacked as a result of sieving, increases in viscosity,
and decreases in electric field when migrating from sample zone to PEO solution. With an injection volume of
2.1 mL, the LOD for CA by CE-LIF was at the pM level, with
a 1500-fold sensitivity improvement. By applying a short
plug of low pH buffer after sample injection, it is effective
to increase injection volumes of high-conductivity protein
samples when conducting the analysis in the presence of
EOF using PEO solution [148]. The short plug plays a role
in reducing the matrix effect, allowing analysis of greater
volumes (0.81 mL) of proteins that were prepared in PBS.
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A segmental filling method was demonstrated for the
analysis of SYPRO Red-labeled SDS proteins using PEO
solution, with the LODs of 0.35 and 0.10 nM for BSA and
b-casein, respectively [219]. In order to optimize resolution, speed, and stacking efficiency, a plug of 0.1% SDS
was applied prior to injection of samples (0.64 mL) that
were prepared in Tris-borate buffer containing 50 mM
NaCl and SYPRO Red. More recently, use of Tris-borate
solutions (pH 10.0) containing either 0.01% SDS or
0.01% PEO to prepare protein samples has been
demonstrated to be effective for improved stacking and
separation efficiencies when conducting large-volume
protein separation by CE-LIF using PEO [220]. The electropherograms are displayed in Fig. 1. The LODs for the
proteins are on the nanomolar to subnanomolar level. For
example, the LOD for a-lactalbumin is 0.48 nM, which is
an 84-fold improvement in sensitivity when compared to
that obtained without stacking. The plate numbers for the
proteins are all .105 (e.g., .1.06106 for trypsin inhibitor),
which indicates a high stacking efficiency and minimum
protein adsorption. By applying a short plug of SDS prior
sample injection, a greater number of peaks, representing
the microheterogeneity of the proteins, were resolved as
shown in Figs. 1B and C. This method allowes one to
detect 12 peaks as displayed in Fig. 1C when injecting
1.0 mL of a sample containing six-model proteins
(0.1 mM).
The aforementioned CIEF methods are effective for sample enrichment [84, 208, 221]. Instead of using sample
injection, CIEF involves filling of the entire capillary with a
solution mixture containing samples and carrier ampholytes. The focusing effect of CIEF contributes not only to a
high-resolution separation of proteins/peptides having
different pI values but also to providing a typical stacking
efficiency of more than 100 times. To further enhance the
sample loading volumes for greater concentration effects,
dynamic introduction of proteins/peptides using electrokinetic injection from the solution reservoir has been
demonstrated in CIEF using a capillary initially filled with a
carrier ampholyte solution [208]. Upon the application of
electric potentials, a pH gradient inside the capillary is
rapidly established, which is contributed by the presence
of the small and highly mobile carrier ampholytes. The
feature of this technique has been tested for the analysis
of low pI proteins (standards) and tryptic peptides from
S. cerevisiae (yeast). By comparison with the concentrations of dilute yeast peptides originally present in the
reservoir, this approach provides an overall stacking efficiency of 1400–7700 together with excellent separation
resolution. With such a great stacking efficiency, this
approach allows detection of 10 pg/mL of bradykinin
peptide spiked in a yeast protein digest using UV-Vis
absorption detection.
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Figure 1. Separations of 1.0-mL protein samples by CE
with LIF detection in the (A) absence and (B, C) presence
of an SDS plug (0.2%, ca. 2.5 cm) at 12.5 kV using PEO.
The samples in (A) and (B) were prepared in 10.0 mM TB
solutions (pH 10.0) containing 0.01% SDS, while those in
(C) were prepared in 10.0 mM Tris-borate solution
(pH 10.0) containing 0.01% PEO. Protein concentrations
were 0.1 mM. Peak identities: s, system peak; 1, carbonic
anhydrase (CA); 2, trypsin inhibitor; 3, a-lactalbumin; 4,
BSA; 5, b-casein; 6, ovalbumin. The fluorescence intensities are plotted in arbitrary units (a.u.). Reprinted from
[220], with permission.

ITP is an alternative sample stacking method for proteins
[209, 222, 223]. ITP coupled with zone electrophoresis (ZE)
with LIF detection is a method of choice for increasing the
sensitivity of proteins particularly when plastic microfluidic
devices are used. Plastic multichannel chips are usually
designed with long sample injection channel segments to
increase sample loading volumes [222]. After the sample is
stacked into a narrow band by discontinuous ITP buffers,
ZE is then applied to separate the analytes. By injecting a
2-cm plug of fluorescently labeled ACLARA eTag reporter,
a 400-fold sensitivity improvement over chip ZE was
achieved without loss in resolution. The ITP–ZE method
allows the analysis of a cell surface protease (ADAM 17) in
live intact cells in physiological buffers, with an LOD of
10 cells per assay. An ITP-GE with LIF detection was conducted for improved sensitivity for proteins in the presence
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of SDS using a glass microchip [223]. Without deteriorating
the peak resolution, four FITC-labeled SDS proteins (CA,
ovalbumin, BSA, and conalbumin) were analyzed by using
the integrated ITP–GE system, with a result of 40-fold
sensitivity improvement when compared to that by conducting a GE mode only.
As a stand-alone separation technique, capillary ITP
(CITP)-MS was first applied to peptides and proteins [224].
A system combined CITP with ESI was illustrated for the
analysis of mixtures of peptides and proteins, with LODs of
ca. 100 fmol for myoglobin and cytochrome c. After injection of up to 10 mL angiotensin peptides, CITP with TOFMS was applied, resulting in a great sensitivity enhancement when compared to that by typical nanoliter-sized
injection volumes in CE [225]. Metal-binding proteins such
as Hb, CA, and superoxide dismutase of clinical relevance
were concentrated in uncoated fused-silica capillaries by
CZE coupled with transient CITP (tCITP) [226]. In the
tCITP–CZE system, 125 mM ammonium formate solution
(pH 4.0) is the leading electrolyte in tCITP and 1 M formic
acid solution (pH 1.8) is the BGE in CZE. CZE itself provides the separation efficiency of 165 000 theoretical
plates/m and the tCITP–CZE offers the separation efficiency up to 230 000 plates/m. tCITP is also convenient for
preconcentration of SDS–protein complexes (phosphorylase b, albumin, ovalbumin, CA, trypsin inhibitor, and alactalbumin) when using a single channel chip [227]. The
LODs for the proteins are all around 0.27 mg/mL by CE with
UV-Vis absorption detection at 214 nm.

4.2 SPME
SPME methods have become popular because they provide greater extraction efficiency and significantly decrease extraction times and cost of operations when
compared with liquid–liquid extraction methods. In recent
years, we have witnessed advances in online SPME-CE,
particularly online IACE [185, 206, 207]. SPME devices or
analyte concentrators–microreactors are designed for
selective and nonselective recognition reactions. They
can be directly placed near the inlet of the separation
capillary having two frits [228] or without frits [229]. They
can also be immobilized on beaded or monolithic packing
structures bonded to the capillary [230–232] or directly
attached to the capillary wall [187]. An SPME in combination with CIEF was demonstrated for the analysis of
proteins with LIF detection [233]. Unlike other liquidphase separation methods and conventional CIEF, proteins are focused into stationary bands within a pH gradient in CIEF with a whole-column imaging detection
(WCID). By combining SPME and CIEF-WCID, desorption
time can be controlled to allow complete desorption
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without generating any band broadening. This method
allows extraction of R-phycoerythrin in water by SPME
within 10 min, and subsequent analysis of the desorbed
proteins by CIEF-LIF-WCID within 20 min, resulting in an
LOD of 3.5 pM. The method is practical for the analysis of
extracellular phycoerythrins in cultured cyanobacteria
samples.

5 Multidimensional separation techniques
5.1 LC-CE
Owing to a greater sample loading capacity of HPLC
(commonly RPLC) than that of CE, it is generally conducted in the first dimension in 2-D separation systems of
HPLC combined with CE. When conducting 2-D protein
separation, the loss of sensitivity due to dilution, sample
overloading in the second separation mode, and peak
broadening due to imperfect interfaces may occur. Comprehensive 2-D liquid-phase separation systems with
switching interfaces were pioneered by Bushey and Jorgenson in the late 1980s [234–236]. Since then, many
excellent interfaces have been developed for 2-D
separation systems for protein analysis [237–242]. Figure 2 displays four representative interfaces that have
been tested for protein analysis. The use of a sample loop
(Fig. 2A) to interface micro-LC column with CZE is
attractive because of higher efficiencies and reduced
sample dilution that are inherent in this conjugation.
However, collection of a sample in a loop is impractical
due to limited volumes of eluted mobile phase and a difficulty in transferring minute quantities of material without
loss, dilution, or dispersion of the sample by using a micro
column. Figure 2B represents an instrumental setup of a
so-called transverse flow gating interface that allows
operation under small flow rates [237]. In the interface, a
crossflow of buffer is applied. The crossflow is the buffer
flow from the CE buffer reservoir via the “flush buffer in” to
the waste via “flush buffer out.” The crossflow controls the
injections of eluted LC mobile phase onto the CE capillary. Other interfaces, such as optical gating interface,
have also been developed for more comprehensive 2-D
separations of proteins [237–242]. The optical gating
interface shown in Fig. 2C is useful for “fast-CZE” systems. Ninety-five percent of the beam’s power from the
laser is split into a gating beam, focused nearer the injection end of the capillary, and a probe beam that contains
about 5% of the laser power and is focused nearer the
exit end of the capillary. To make an injection, the gating
beam is momentarily blocked with a computer-controlled
shutter. This allows a small plug of samples that are tagged with FITC to pass through and are then separated by
CZE. By this configuration, complete CZE analyses as
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of different LC–CE interfaces. (A) Eight-port, computer-controlled valve; (B) opticalgating injection system; (C) flow gating interface; (D) T-piece interface. Reprinted from [234, 237, 239, 242], with permission.
little as 3 s is possible while high separation efficiency is
maintained [238]. Although it is rapid, the approach is only
limited to fluorescent analyte derivatives and requires a high
power laser source. Moreover, a size-exclusion chromatography (SEC)-CE system has been developed for the
analysis of peptides in biological samples [242]. The schematic representation of the interface is displayed in Fig. 2D.
SEC separation is followed by a trapping procedure on an
RP18 microcolumn with subsequent elution of the trapped
fraction and separation by CZE for the quantification of
structural-related peptides in biological matrices.
It is estimated that as many as 10 000 unique proteins are
present within the human serum proteome that span a
dynamic range of concentration estimated to be greater
than 109 [243]. Under normal physiological conditions, the
components of the serum proteome are selfregulated
with the overall protein concentration maintained at about
© 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

60–80 mg/mL. Dramatic changes in protein quality or
quantity often signal abnormality and pathological
changes in the human body. Moreover, subtle changes of
low-abundance proteins have also been linked to the
development of different diseases. Recent reports have
demonstrated that serum protein profiles are useful and
feasible for early detections of ovarian [244], prostate
[245, 246], and breast cancers [247]. A RPLC-CZE method combined with MS/MS detection through a sheathless
ESI interface was used for the identification of proteins in
a serum sample. In order to achieve minimum matrix
interference, prior to MS/MS analysis, the serum samples
are subjected to methanol precipitation to remove the
high-abundance proteins [248]. As the amount of albumin
(and other high-abundance proteins) is greatly diminished
in the precipitated serum sample, the low-abundance,
low-MW species are greatly enriched in the serum sample. Complex peptides mixtures from tryptic digestion are
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first separated by RPLC into fractions with minimal overlap between neighboring fractions. Collection of a large
number of fractions does not prohibitively increase the
total analysis time of the 2-D methods because the CZE
analysis time (20 min) is relatively short.
A comprehensive 2-D system-coupling capillary RPLC
(cRPLC) with CIEF was demonstrated for the separation of
complex protein/peptide sample of yeast cytosol [249].
The focusing effect of CIEF not only contributes to a highresolution protein/peptide separation, but also permits the
analysis of low-abundance proteins with a typical stacking
efficiency of 50–100-fold. Because cRPLC has an orthogonal separation mechanism to CIEF, the 2-D system provides high-resolution separation for proteins, with a peak
capacity of more than 10 000. Recently, cRPLC (first dimension) coupled to an array CIEF (second dimension)
with a novel WCID has been developed for peptide mapping [250]. An array of up to 60 capillaries was assembled
in the system, allowing quantitative detection of thousands
of focusing protein bands. The practicality of the cRPLCarray CIEF-LIF-WCID system was validated for the analysis of soluble proteins extracted from liver cancer tissues.
The overall peak capacity is estimated to be around 18 000
in an analysis time of less than 3 h.
CSF is a secretion product of several central nervous
system structures, mainly in the choroid plexus of the
brain ventricles [251]. It contains an abundance of neuropeptides, proteins, amino acids, and catecholamines circulates within the ventricles of the brain and surrounds
the brain as well as spinal column. For example, the normal concentration of b-trace protein in CSF is at the level
of 27.9 mg/mL [252]. Characterization of CSF has significantly clinic merits that are useful in the diagnosis and
management of neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases [253–255]. An SEC
separation followed by a trapping procedure on a
4 mm63 mm id RP C18 column with subsequent elution
of the trapped fraction and separation by CZE was
demonstrated for quantitative determination of a CSF
sample spiked with six enkephalins (neuropeptides with a
morphinomimetical action), with a satisfactory linearity
and intraday precision [242, 256]. The RP18 trapping device is used to remove the ammonium acetate from the
peptide fraction eluting from the SEC column and also to
concentrate the analytes of interest. The LOQs of the
analytes by this hyphenated system with UV detection are
all about 2.5 mg/mL, showing its potential for the determination of exogenous drugs (peptides and proteins) in
biological systems. The construction and expansion of
the database of human plasma proteins with (MW/pI) loci
provides a valuable tool in clinical analysis, for instance in
the detection, diagnosis, and treatment of human cancer
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[257]. An online coupling of gel filtration chromatography
with CIEF using a membrane interface was tested for
plasma protein analysis in clinical laboratories [258]. Efficient desalting by the sample loop membrane interface
ensures successful CIEF analysis in the second dimension even in the presence of physiological levels of salt in
the whole blood samples. Two major variants of Hb A and
glycated HbA1c were determined by using a whole-column absorption image system.

5.2 CE-LC
Online integration of CIEF with cRPLC using a microinjector interface was demonstrated for the analysis of
Drosophila proteomics during steroid-induced programmed cell death time [259]. Repeated injections followed by multiple cRPLC separations were performed
until the entire CIEF capillary content was sampled,
separated, and detected with UV detection. CIEF provides the advantages of high resolution, concentration,
and pI information for the proteins in each fraction. The
overall peak capacity is estimated to be around 1800 over
a run time of less than 8 h, displaying significant differences in the separation profiles of peptide samples
obtained from salivary glands of animals staged at the 6
and 12 h following puparium formation. The system was
further modified by adding an IT MS and replacing the
loop with 12 trapping columns that avoid the need to
maintain the CIEF separation through numerous LC runs.
A schematic overview for the online integration of CIFF
with cRPLC as a concentrating and multidimensional
separation platform is shown in Fig. 3. The peak capacity
is 2640 for a tryptic digest of yeast soluble lysate. In
addition, MS/MS data and database searching allow
identification of 1484 proteins. The system only requires a
protein loading of 9.6 mg, which is 2–3 orders of magnitude lower than those employed by the reported nongelbased proteome techniques. By reducing the inner diameter of chromatography columns from 180 to 100 mm, the
required protein loading is further decreased from 9.6 mg
to 960 ng, illustrating the potential usage of this proteome
technology for the analysis of protein profiles within small
cell populations or limited tissue samples [84].
Typically, the analysis of large quantities of cellular proteins and/or enzymatically/chemically cleaved peptides
ranging from a few milligrams to several hundred micrograms is required to extend the proteome coverage [260–
264]. This goal is sometimes not easy to be achieved because only limited sample amounts ranging from 103 to
105 cells are generally available in mammalian proteomics, corresponding to a total protein content of 0.1–10 mg.
By using CIEF-nano-RPLC, a total of 6866 fully tryptic
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5.3 CE–CE
Compared to LC-CE combinations, a CE–CE coupling is
usually easier because the effluent peak of the first capillary has generally a volume similar to the injection amount
on the second capillary. Usually, the combination of CE–CE
format commonly conducted in the configuration that the
first CE mode is for concentrating analytes and the second
CE mode provides high-efficiency separation [268]. A
CITP–CZE system using two fluorinated ethylene–propylene copolymer capillaries [269] was demonstrated for
protein analysis. CITP serves as an efficient preseparation
(removing bulk components) and concentration (stacking)
stage which focus large volumes (may be greater than the
total capillary volume used in CZE) of proteins in the larger
inner diameter capillary. After online transfer of the sample
into the second capillary, CZE with a UV detection at
254 nm proceeds for efficient analysis. This combination
allows detection of 0.25 mg/mL lysozyme and quantification of the egg content in egg pasta.
Figure 3. Schematic of online integration of CIEF with
cRPLC as a concentrating and multidimensional separation platform. Solid and dashed lines represent the flow
paths for the loading of CIEF fractions and the injection of
fractions into a cRPLC column, respectively. Reprinted
from [84], with permission.

peptides were separated, leading to the identification of
1820 distinct proteins [265]. The system allows generation of high mass accuracy and high-confidence identifications from three proteome runs of a single glioblastoma
multiforme tissue sample. Another advantage of this
approach is only as low as 10 mg of total proteins required
for each run. A technique (IEF as first dimension and
nonporous-RPLC as second dimension) was developed
for the analysis of protein extracts from breast cancer cell
lysates, with a high-sequence coverage [266]. Individual
protein fractions were purified and separated using the
multidimensional separation approach and their trypic
digests were then analyzed by both MALDI-TOF-MS and
(CE-ESI)-TOF-MS peptide mapping systems. Using
combined sequence information provided by both mapping methods, 100% sequence coverage is often
obtained for smaller proteins, while it is 90% coverage for
larger proteins up to 75 kDa. The intact protein MW together with high-coverage-sequence information provides accurate identification of the presence of lamin isoforms and their corresponding modifications. By using a
microdialysis membrane-based cathodic cell, a CIEFRPLC-MS system allows protein fractions to be collected,
washed to remove ampholyte, and analyzed by RPLCMS [267]. Seven fractions in the pI range 3–10 from CIEF
were further analyzed by RPLC-MS in 2 h, leading the
detection of proteins at the low-femtomole level.
© 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

By using a dialysis interface, a 2-D hyphenated system
consisting of CIEF coupled with either CZE or CGE was
proved to be useful for the analysis of Hb variants [270,
271]. The dialysis membrane interface that is placed
between CIEF and CZE or CGE allows removal of the
mobilizing salt before the sample zones are subjected to
second-dimensional separation, resulting in improved resolution and sensitivity. With the advantages of minimum
dead volumes, simplicity, and ruggedness, an etched porous glass interface was used in an online coupling CEbased multiple dimensional separation system [272]. A
CIEF-CGE system containing a porous glass interface
offers high stacking efficiencies and high resolving power
for ionic proteins with different sizes. A microdialysis junction as the interface for online combination of CIEF with
tCITP–CZE coupled with ESI-FTICR-MS was demonstrated for high-resolution and sensitive analysis of complex proteome mixtures [221, 273]. The electrokinetic
focusing/stacking effects of CIEF and CITP greatly
enhance the dynamic range and detection sensitivity of
MS for protein identification. With high stacking efficiencies, the system allows the analysis of only 500 ng of
proteolytic digests. A total of 1174 unique proteins, corresponding to a 26.5% proteome coverage, from the cytosolic fraction of Shewanella oneidensis were identified.
A 2-D system of MEKC and CIEF-WCID was developed for
the separations of trypsinogen digest and cytochrome c
digests [274]. A key to the success of the system is the use
of a ten-port valve as the interface for the two orthogonal
separations. The valve contains two conditioning loops in
which salt and unwanted first-dimension effluent components are eliminated by dialysis and carrier ampholytes are
added. A system consisting of submicellar CE coupled to
www.electrophoresis-journal.com
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CZE-LIF is useful for the analysis of proteins, labeled with a
fluorogenic reagent [275]. The system allows detection of
zeptomoles of labeled proteins from HT29 cell lysates. A
system in a configuration of capillary sieving electrophoresis with MEKC was tested for the study of protein expression in single mammalian cells [276]. After a 6 min long sizebased separation using SDS–pullulan buffer, over
100 transfers of fractions from the first capillary were introduced into a second capillary for further separation by
MEKC over an approximately 3.5 h long period. The ability
of the system for sensitive protein profiling was validated
through the generation of protein fingerprints from single
native MC3T3-E1 osteoprogenitor cells and MC3T3-E1
cells transfected with the human transcription regulator
TWIST as displayed in Fig. 4. The overexpression of this
single transcription regulator has a profound influence on
both the visual appearance of the cell and on the single-cell
electropherogram. The striking differences in the appearance of the cells with and without transfection can only arise
from differences in the expression of highly expressed
structural proteins; these structural proteins likely form a
significant fraction of the proteins observed in the single-cell
electropherogram. The same 2-D separation technique was
demonstrated for the analysis of Deinococcus radiodurans
protein homogenate, with a total of 150 partially resolved
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peaks [277]. The 2-D separation system provides a
550 spot capacity, which is lower than the theoretical
expectation; a spot capacity of 6750 is expected based on
the fact that 1-D capillary sieving electrophoresis and
MEKC separations generated peak capacities of 75 and 90,
respectively. The peak capacity in the CSE and MEKC
dimensions appears to be dominated by diffusion during
the long separation time and by the transfer time as well as
the relatively short separation time, respectively. Thus, the
authors have suggested several strategies to speed up the
separation in order to achieve greater spot capacity,
including use of shorter capillaries, conducting the separation at high electric fields, changing the buffer compositions
and decreasing the sieving matrix concentration, and so on.

6 Conclusions
We briefly review several CE techniques for protein analysis, including CZE, CIEF, CEC, and ACE. Each technique
has its advantages and disadvantages over the others for
protein analysis. Thus the separation capacity and sensitivity improvements can be improved by using hyphenated separation techniques such as a combination of
CIEF with CZE. With the advantages of reasonable

Figure 4. Protein landscape images from single MC3T3-E1 cells. Landscapes A–C were generated
from untransfected cells. Landscape D was generated from a single MC3T3-E1 cell that had been
transfected with the transcription regulator TWIST. Reprinted from [276], with permission.
© 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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throughput, automation capability, sensitivity, and highresolving power, several multidimensional separation
techniques such as RPLC-CE and CE–CE in combination with MS detection hold great potential for proteomics. However, we have to point out that none of the
developed 2-D CE-based separation systems has been
commercialized, mainly because of each system having
its own limitation to certain biological samples, poor reproducibility, complicated configurations, and requirements of skilled operators. In addition, the peak capacity and dynamic range of those systems are still not
good enough for proteomics. For those reasons, they
have not been able to compete with 2-D HPLC-ESI-MS
methods for proteomics in this stage although they may
provide greater peak capacity. Thus, techniques providing high sensitivity and peak capacity are still highly
demanded for the analysis of biological samples that
contain a great number of proteins and peptides with a
large variation of protein-relative abundances. To further
enhance the peak capacity, multidimensional techniques such as array-HPLC-CE, RPLC-CIEF-CE, and
RPLC-CIEF-CGE are worth being tested. The success
of these developing techniques heavily relies on fabricating novel interfaces that allow automatic and precise
control of the analytes of interest flowing from one
channel to the other. Once the separation systems can
provide extremely high-resolving power and throughput
for proteomics, the burden of use of high-cost MS/MS
detection systems should be reduced and more
detailed bioinformation could be obtained as a result of
greater protein coverage.
In order to identify trace proteins, techniques allow
removal of abundant proteins such as albumin and/or
highly selective concentrations of trace proteins of
interest are essential. Possible candidates for such
high-efficient concentrators are molecular imprinted
polymers, polymers containing antibodies or aptamers,
and bioconjugated nanoparticles such as aptamers
bound gold nanoparticles and antibodies conjugated
magnetic nanoparticles. In order to gain more informative data for understanding cell functions such as cell
differentiation, growth, malfunction, and communication,
a great number of samples have to be analyzed and the
obtained data are required to be carefully encoded to
establish useful biological information. It is thus important to have integrated collaboration among at least
chemists, biologists, and engineers for fabrication of
high-throughput, efficient, and sensitive CE-based systems for proteomics.
This work was supported by the National Science Council
of Taiwan under contract numbers NSC 94-2113-M-002008 and NSC 94-2113-M-002-036.
© 2006 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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